NEW LIVE TRAINING SERIES:
REBOOT YOUR REVIEW PRACTICE
I am hosting a LIVE online training series called 2020 Reboot. Click here to access the Principles
of Appropriate Pushback in Your Review to see how this compares with your current practice.
I am joined by Dr John Fox, Senior Lecturer at the University of Portsmouth & Lead Reviewer.
The training is designed to apply to all forms of review, exploring when it is appropriate to exert
challenge, reversing the default position from inevitability around delay.

Join us on 30th September 2020 at
1pm for this FREE live training & be
sure to leave with takeaways to
implement in your next review. Click
here to reserve your seat.

'How to Avoid Unnecessary Delay In
Reviews Involving Parallel Proceedings'
by Dr John Fox & Donna Ohdedar
In this training we will share:
How to make the Principles of Pushback work for you, whilst maintaining respect & integrity
around both processes & what they need to achieve.
What pushback might achieve for you & others in each of the 4 stages & how a good
ending may look
THE BIG QUESTION: Once any resistance has been understood during a review’s early
stages, how to negotiate on the most appropriate point at which a step may legitimately be
taken
Click here to reserve your seat.
SILP is a learning model which engages practitioners & families in case reviews, focussing on why those
involved acted in a certain way. With a systems focus to reviewing cases, SILP prioritises strengths in
practice to promote an open learning environment. Proportionality of process & report is one of SILP's
underpinning principles. For more see www.reviewconsulting.co.uk/about-silp/
Donna Ohdedar, Head of SILP, has 16 years public sector experience, including her last role as
Head of Law for a leading metropolitan authority. Now a safeguarding adviser & trainer, Donna is
involved in serious case reviews in both children’s and adults’ safeguarding, domestic homicide
reviews and is a SILP Reviewer and Mentor. Donna offers ‘SILP School’ her university accredited
training course, CPD for reviewers & a free online network for leaders in review practice. Click here
to join.’

Dr John Fox is a Senior Lecturer at the University of Portsmouth. He was previously a police officer for 31
years, his last role was as Detective Superintendent and Head of Public Protection. John is experienced in
the traditional SCR approach as well as having worked on reviews using SILP and SCIE methodology.

